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TFO Introduces the Axiom II-X Fly Rod
The Axiom II-X was designed for the intermediate to advanced fly angler seeking to maximize accuracy at distance.
Based on the fast action of our renowned TiCrX, we used our highest modulus material and Axiom technology to redefine performance in an
extremely powerful fly rod. Unlike other “stiff” rods, the Axiom II-X delivers both the energy necessary for long casts and the incredible
tracking and recovery which results in accuracy at distance. If it comes down to one cast, one perfect long cast, this is the fishing tool to do
the job.
TFO’s patented and exclusive Axiom technology embeds a double-helix of Kevlar within the blank. The superior tensile strength of the Kevlar
acts to buttress the rod’s carbon fiber matrix in compression. The result is that Axiom series fly rods stabilize faster and smoother, absorb
shock better and comfortably tolerate over-loading. The angler benefits because Axiom technology virtually eliminates the ability to over
power the rod when casting. Bottom line – whether you carry more line in the air or push the rod to the limit, you won’t feel any mushiness
- What you will feel is line ripping out of your hand as it launches.
The Axiom II-X series is constructed with high modulus carbon fiber material and an embedded double-helix of Kevlar within the blank all
finished in a satin sky blue. The series features premium quality cork handles with burl accents, anodized aluminum up-locking reel seats
with carbon fiber inserts. All eight models feature alignment dots color coded by line weight, Recoil guides by REC and ultra-lightweight
chromium-impregnated stainless-steel snake guides. All Axiom II-X rods are packaged in a labeled rod sock and rod tube.
Axiom II-X rods are available in 9’ 4-piece configurations from 5 to 12-weight and retail from $349.95-$369.95.
About Temple Fork Outfitters (TFO):
TFO assembled the world’s most accomplished, crafty anglers to design a complete line of fishing rods priced to bring more anglers into the
sport. Because we believe that anyone who has the fishing bug as bad as we do deserves the highest performance equipment available to
take their game to the next level. And in our experience, when we get people connecting with fish, they connect with nature. And they join
us in our mission of keeping our streams, rivers, lakes and oceans in good shape for the next generation. There’s a new breed of anglers out
there. They’re smart. They’re passionate. They’re socially conscious. And they’re fishing Temple Fork.
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